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A gilded age? Is it not the era of Upstarts? That’s right, gold remains gold, and prosperity remains 

the same, but in contemporary Chinese living, we are all striving to stay faithful to contributing to 

authentic “local” lifestyles! In our current environment of the mighty and wealthy, culture has 

taken on a new life, and serves to enrich society and our lifestyles as a fig leaf covering our naked 

desire signifying the transformation and camouflage of the world of joys, whether in terms of an 

elegance or an era of ethereal tragedy, the arts are the perfect salve to comfort mankind’s weary 

souls; and today, the world of the political and economic elites are ever more shameless and 

ignorant, their only interest is to seek to take the stage whenever they can, like a proud peacock 

showing her plumes. Thus it is that the culture of our era is replete with self-pleasing sycophants 

who embrace only the spirit of the prideful peacock. 

 

I have raised two peacocks, and in my time with them it became natural to share my experiences 

with them in comparison with other people, where I realized they had much in common indeed: 

the animal nature of man and peacocks is very similar as is their spiritual aspect, both emphasizing 

self-initiative and pride, especially through acting without planning ahead. They often lack 

historical imagination, with yesterday, today and tomorrow all alike, only slightly better or worse 

are some days than others. Mankind and animals imagination shares a common naturalistic 

direction emphasizing living, always the same, with a persistent motivation and demands 

compelling behavior, always acting against a backdrop of eternally the same natural demands and 

desires. So, perhaps the gilded material and commercial advertising contents really can better 

express the spirit of the era in its “eternal praise for wealth over humanity” in all things: in the 

battle between essence and acting; the quest for food (and the gluttonous devotion to delicacies); 

excrement (with stomach relievers and comfortable toilet paper); and odors (mouthwash, 

deodorant, and toilet cleaners). 

 

I am not trying to volunteer to describe history, nor do I feel qualified to criticize historians about 

the attitude we should share when facing this generation, as I can privately wish to be hopeful 

anyway or to hear some others topics. But when facing reality, there is no system, only a myriad 

of disparate channels contemporaneously broadcasting their own messages, amid a forest of 

cacophony and chaos. Amidst that noise, one sometimes finds a clarity, which makes one’s heart 

twist in sadness. 

 

In a gilded era, throughout the summer, I travelled between Beijing and my Dali studio to paint 

and describe a lonely game, using peacocks plumes to slowly narrate the world beyond my gilded 

if jaded windows. 


